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Forever analytical
Bluetooth Scale AS-100
black

Dare yourself and start the adventure with Forever AS-
100! It is a modern, intelligent analytical balance. It
measures the content of adipose tissue and assesses
many other important body parameters. All data is
analyzed in a dedicated application. Thanks to this
Forever AS-100 is a daily assistant for a well-balanced
life.  The balance has a precision strain gauge that can
withstand loads up to 180 kg. Forever AS-100 can
calculate the BMI, or body mass index, helping to assess
whether the body's weight is normal, too low, and maybe
we are overweight. In addition, it calculates BFR (body fat
percentage) and BMR (metabolic rate).  The parameters
of your body are constantly updated and analyzed in a
dedicated application. Thanks to this, you can
immediately react to any balance of your body. The
application stores data up to 8 users. Thanks to this, you
also take care of the balance of your loved ones.  Forever
AS-100 in addition to measuring the basic parameter,
which is the weight, analyzes muscle mass, adipose
tissue, hydration level, bone mass, etc. In total, it is up to
17 parameters, the analysis of which is needed to
maintain the balance of your body.  The right design of the
device is the basis. Forever A-100 also takes care of your
safety when using the scale. Rounded sides protect
against accidental breakage of the body and the weight
set, for example, in the bathroom. Tempered glass weighs
up to 180 kg, is resistant to breakage and will serve for
many years.

Specification

Type of product: bathroom scales

Complies with: Uniwersalne/Uniwersalne/Uniwersalne

Model: AS-100

Colour: black

Producer: TelForceOne

Brand: Forever
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